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EDITORIAL

THE CHALLENGES SET BEFORE US
In 1
944 Herber t Hoover said, “Older men declar e war
19
r.. B u t
it is youth that must f ight and die.” Let us not look to our
elders to declare wars, instead we should declare wars,
fight those wars, and eventuall y win them.
We look at the Armenian people and nation and see many challenges. An ever-increasing number of Armenians still leave our
homeland in search of a better life; unemployment has invaded
our economy; there is a lack of proper health care for the citizens
of Armenia, and there is a lack of proper representation of Armenian Americans in the US government. We have the unresolved
issue of Artsakh, the poor living conditions of Armenians in
Javakhk, the continued denial of the Armenian Genocide by Turkey, the US, and other world powers, and the occupation of our
homeland, Western Armenia. The list of challenges facing the Armenian nation and people goes on....

Many organizations strive to overcome these challeneges. For example,
the Armenian Relief Society launched a
fundraising campaign to benefit the Armenian community in Iraq, which was affected by the recent war.
The Armenian National Committee of America works
to lobby American legislation to benefit Armenian interests. Homenetmen prepares the next generation of Armenians through athletic and scouting programs.

Individuals play important roles in the resolutions of problems: individuals created the Youth Corps program; individuals created AYF Camp;
individuals created this publication; individuals fought to liberate the
land and people of Artsakh; and individuals founded the ARF, AYF,
ARS, Homenetmen, and many other organizations which work to benefit the Armenian nation and
homeland.
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Our organization, the AYF, served as a leading force in the effort to
collect money and clothes to aid the victims of the 1988 earthquake in
Armenia. During the war in Artsakh we worked for several years to
raise funds, and after the war, we developed the Youth Corps Program
to help rebuild the war-torn areas in the region. Last year the AYF
organized a large-scale clean up of Little Armenia, and recently created
the Armenian Literary Project to translate works that present the ideolofgy
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Without members, supporters, and the Armenian public at large, these
organizations neither could have succeeded in their past accomplishments nor could they continue to do so.

“

The aforementioned challenges may seem to be
above our heads: it
may seem that they
are in the hands of
governments and
politicians. These
challenges, however, are, by default, our challenges—by default, because we
are Armenian.

of revolution as it pertains to the Armenian cause, in order to make it
more accessible to our youth.

Having said this, we turn to
you, as an individual, and ask
you to become an activist, and
if you are an activist, to become
more active, and if you already
are very active, to recruit other
activists.
If you expect to see changes
in the community, then get
involved; if you see the need
for change in US policy towards the Armenian people
and the Armenian Genocide,
then work to change it; if the
condition of our brethren in
our homeland disappoints
you, then become active and
work to change that condition.

We have already mentioned the importance of every individual’s
active involvement; however, it is the collective effort and collaboration of individuals which leads to the development and
implementation of successful programs and projects. Though
we see and accept the challenges set before us, you as an individual play a vital role in developing the course of action we
take and the outcome of our efforts.

THE WAY I SEE IT
B Y : L ARA T ALVERDIAN

BANAN AREPUBLIC
O F T U R K E Y

LARA TALVERDIAN IS A SENIOR AT CRESCENTA VALLEY HIGH SCHOOL, WHERE SHE IS CO-EDITOR-INCHIEF OF THE PAPER. SHE HOPES TO PURSUE JOURNALISM.

I paced hesitantly back and forth, glancing at the
store and then turning away in contemplation. I read the
name: Banana Republic. It was mid-November and I was
called in for a seasonal job interview. Turning in a job application had been hard enough and now the hiring manager wanted to see me.
Great. One step closer to getting a job for the
holiday season. That’s what I thought as I picked up my pace and walked through the store in my semiprofessional attire. I was a little early, so I began to look around to see what items of clothing I could see
myself in. One plaid skirt stood out on the racks. I was checking the price tag and my eyes befell the words
I was dreading: “Made in Turkey.”
That was the last thing I wanted to see. I thought perhaps that by avoiding the label, I could console
myself in my effort to find a job – even if it was at a store being boycotted by an organization with which
I associate.
But this is capitalism at its best – we have the right to choose what items we buy.
With that thought I entered the interview room with other applicants and prepared myself for the questions
to come. After about an hour, I walked out of the store, my back to the Banana Republic sign, and something just didn’t feel right. I couldn’t understand why I should feel so bad about wanting a job. But there was
more to it than that. I wanted a job at the expense of a cause.
I began to think about the logic behind the boycott led by the United Human Rights Council. From
what I gather, this “movement,” if you will, is to discourage consumers from supporting Turkey through
the purchase of its products. In any instance my automatic response to this objective would be: Why not
help Armenia build businesses so it can compete in the market rather than try to hinder sales of its opponent?
There is also the question of whether Armenians work at these factories that produce the clothing
items. If we do not buy “Made in Turkey” products, we could probably hurt the salary of an Armenian
worker who is trying to feed his family.
Maybe I’m looking into it too much. But to be quite frank, this boycott is not on a massive scale. If
we are trying to hurt Banana Republic and its chains so that they will stop carrying Turkish items, we should
be making more noise than what it seems we are. Then again, we can only reach that potential if each
individual makes the effort to participate.
I was expecting a phone call from the hiring manager later that week. That was when I would have
to make my decision: would I overlook a slowly but surely growing effort to make some cash or would I put
the Cause above my needs?
I declined the job offer.
My first feeling? Relief. The moral conflicts I was dealing with inside my mind were at ease. As
much as I think this boycott is not as effective as it can be, or that it may also not be the best way to go about
our objectives, I gave it a chance.
The way I see it, supporting a cause is up to the individual. I cannot judge those who still apply for
jobs at stores like Banana Republic because we all see things differently, even if we are all Armenian. All I
know is that I made the decision that was right according to my ethical standards and added my voice to a
growing effort. One at a time we can all do the same if we so choose. Just remember that what you are
reading is one person’s account. Not everyone will make the same choice, and we cannot expect them to.
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Talar Chahinian-Mahroukian, Third year Ph.D. Student, Department of Comparative Literature, UCLA
OUR LAST CENTURY IS CHARACTERIZED BY A PLETHORA OF WARS, MASSACRES AND POLITICAL UNREST, ALL OF WHICH
TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCEMENTS,
WHICH HAVE MADE TRAVEL MORE FEASIBLE, HAVE ALSO CONTRIBUTED TO THE CONSTANTLY CHANGING DEMOGRAPHICS OF
THE WORLD. As a result, the word “diaspora” is no longer limited by its singular definition hinting to the dispersion
of the Jews after the Babylonian exile. Although the Word program on my computer refuses to recognize diaspora
with a lower cap “d”, diaspora studies have become a new trend in the world of academia. In looking at different
diasporan communities, one cannot evade the question of return. Is the idea of return to a homeland inherent in the
meaning of diaspora? Chances are that we use the term diaspora to refer to a few groups of people, who in fact
consider their situation as permanent. So, how does this question apply to the Armenian diaspora, which is not a
stagnant reality, but one that has been changing vastly during the last few decades? I think it’s time that we re-define
the very word that we continuously use to define ourselves. In this attempt of re-evaluation and re-definition, it’s
important to stop viewing diaspora as a fixed entity, but rather regard it as an experience of crossings along geographical, political and cultural borders.
Khachig Tololyan, the editor of Diaspora journal, calls diasporas “the exemplary communities of the
transnational moment.”1 Tansnationalism refers to the way refugees, exiles or immigrants make connections between their place of origin and the new host country in which they have settled. These connections cross geographic,
political, and cultural borders. Transnational diasporas, therefore, are communities that are dispersed across boundaries and borders.
For the Armenians, the transnational moment described by Tololyan has existed since the period of the
1915 Genocide. Thousands of refugees, having survived the massacres and deportations, found themselves within
the borders of new nations, where they began to build their new lives. Be it in the Middle-East, France or the United
States, they clustered themselves in refugee camps or apartment buildings in groups representing villages of origin
HAVE LED TO THE FORMATION OF COMMUNITIES OF REFUGEES, EXILES AND IMMIGRANTS.
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RETHINKING DIASPORA

A MOVE TOWARDS A
TRANSNATIONAL
ARMENIAN NATION

in Anatolia. As they joined the work force of their respective
host countries and advanced economically, these groups began
to disperse more widely. Yet the creation of institutions, like
churches and schools, along with the formation of political and
cultural organizations maintained the social relations that bound
the new societies to the old.
In his book, Writing Memory, Lorne Shirinian argues that
the Armenians of the diaspora have not yet been able to see
themselves as transnationals. He writes:
Living in a diaspora brings one into a conflict of identity
because identity discourses are still understood in terms of
loyalty to nations and nation-states. However, this vision
of a homogeneous nation is rapidly being replaced by one
that is heterogeneous and in certain ways unstable. Most
diaspora Armenians have not yet been able to reconceptualize
themselves as transnationals, nor have they begun to articulate this transnational identity that involves the process of
nation building in at least two nation-states.2
Although not a transnational one, Armenians in the
diaspora have been able to construct a new sense of identity
from their tragedy of 1915 and their physical displacement from
the homeland. The diasporan Armenians share a history of
their dispersion and make conscious effort to pass that history
down from one generation to the next. They also employ their
collective memory to pass down not only the history of dispersion, but the history of their people in general, including myths,
legends and traditions that constitute an integral part of their
contemporary identity. Up until the l980s, it could be said that
they continuously remain aware of being in a host country and
see their situation as a temporary one, with the belief of an eventual return to the homeland. This idea of return has taken on a
different meaning with the current generation, although the full
acceptance of the idea of permanence is still being resisted, or
perhaps consciously ignored. The idea of being an outsider in a
host country is further fueled by denial, in countries such as the
U.S., where the government does not officially recognize the very
tragedy that defines their diasporan existence: the Genocide.
Such is the condition that defines the identity of Armenians outside of Armenia. Armenians in the diaspora are
aware of the difficulties of adapting to a host country and simultaneously resisting assimilation. The history of dispersion that
they share is further complicated by instances of double displacement, as is the case of many diasporan Armenians from countries of the Middle-East. The Armenian community of Los
Angeles exemplifies a community of Armenians doubly removed
from homeland. Alongside Armenians who have directly migrated here from the Soviet Republic of Armenia or the current
independent Republic of Armenia, there are groups of Armenians who come from diasporan communities in the Middle-East,
Europe, Eastern Europe, Latin America, Russia and others. In
this type of community, diasporan Armenians, who have moved
back and forth between borders and set identifications, offer the
possibility of cultural hybridization, which may in turn lead to a
better understanding of a transnational identity. This process of

conceptualizing a transnational identity begins with the blurring of
the notion of homeland. Shirinian writes:
For Armenians, the notion of homeland is complex, for it
points to a variety of referents each of which can be activated
through memory and the imagination… For diaspora Armenians, the homeland can be lost territory of historical Western Armenia, that is, Eastern Anatolia; it can be the shortlived Armenian Republic of 1918-1921; it might be Soviet
Armenia, 1921-1991; it could be the new independent Republic of Armenia, created in 1991 after the dissolution of
the Soviet Union; it might be within the boundaries of the
Armenian communities in Boston, Detroit, Los Angeles,
Montreal, New York, Toronto, for example. This last possibility might be the only Armenia some born in the diaspora
may have experienced.3
For Shirinian, all of these ideas of homeland, in some
way, form the transnational Armenian nation, at the same time
provoking the wonder if any of these can constitute the Armenian
homeland. It is clear that throughout the years, the homeland that
Armenians long for can no longer be defined geographically, but
exists as a state of mind, through the work of memory. In a
community such as Los Angeles, diasporan Armenians might realize that the imagination of homeland that they have is different
from that imagined by another Armenian, who comes from a different diasporan community. This realization not only confuses
the idea of homeland, but in turn, the notion of nation as well. As
a result of this sense of panic, diasporan Armenians employ memory
to begin a search for home that attempts to locate nation as well.
This search leads back to the moment of Genocide. In making a
comparison of the differences between the Jewish Holocaust and
the Armenian Genocide, Gregory Goekjian writes, “ Whereas the
Holocaust resulted in the creation of a concentrated, modern center for Jewish historical discourse, the Armenian Genocide erased
that center, creating a ‘nation’ that has had to exist in exile and
memory- in diaspora.”4 A return to this idea of a center becomes
essential for Armenians, in their effort to understand their move to
peripheries. Using the moment of Genocide as a starting point,
Armenians begin the process of reconstructing the homeland lost,
which enables them to come closer to the understanding of their
transnational situation, away from that homeland, in a new space
between borders.
References
1 Tololyan, Khachig. “The Nation-State and Its Others: In Lieu of a Preface”.
Diaspora 1.1 (Spring 1991) 5.
2 Shirinian, Lorne. Writing Memory: The Search for Home in Armenian Diaspora
Literature as Cultural Practice. (Kingston, Ontario: Blue Heron Press, 2000) 3.
3 Shirinian 1.
4 Goekjian, Gregory, F. “Diaspora and Denial: The Holocaust and the ‘Question’ of the Armenian Genocide”. Diaspora 7:1, (1998).
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AYFNews
ARMENIAN YOUTH JOIN THE
R A N K S O F T H E AY F
Educational DISCUSSION WITH ARF BUREAU MEMBER DR. VIKEN HOVSEPIAN
STAFFWRITER

ARMENIAN

LITERAR
Y
LITERARY

P R O J E C T
S TAFFWRITER
The ALP, established in light of the
AYF’s mission to preserve Armenian
culture and national identity, will work
to make Armenian literature readily
available to the Armenian youth.
“The organization has noticed a decline in the accessibility of Armenian
literature for the youth,” said Myrna
Douzjian, Director of the ALP. “In
order to make our literary masterpieces
less daunting for our youth and nonArmenians alike, we decided to translate important works, some in summary, and others in their entirety.”
The ALP will provide both complete
and abbreviated translations of major
Ar menian literary works while preserving and disseminating the rich history of the Armenian literary tradition.
Initially, the ALP will translate works
that present the ideology of revolution
as it pertains to the Armenian Cause,
with the hope that through these texts,
they will instill a renewed sense of
Armenian identity in the youth today.
“We hope that in the coming years,
with the expansion of the project, the
scope of literary texts covered by the
ALP will broaden,” said Douzjian.
“We encourage all interested bilingual
individuals to participate in and contribute to this important project.”
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Over a dozen novice members of the Armenian Youth Federation took their organizational
pledge on Sunday, November 23 at the Crescenta
Valley Armenian Center.

knowledgeable in all aspects of the Armenian
Cause,” explained Vicken Sosikian, Chairperson
of the AYF Central Executive. “That is why we
work throughout the year with novice members
with the hope that they too will join the thouOver one hundred members of the AYF were sands of other youth around the world as pledged
present, including a representative of the Arme- members of the ARF Youth.”
nian Revolutionary Federation Western Region
Central Committee. The evening began with a At the cessation of the ceremony, a standing ovapledge ceremony conducted by ARF Bureau tion welcomed the new pledges into the organimember Dr. Viken Hovsepian, who then led an zation. The ARF Central Committee presented
educational discussion about the role of AYF the new members with a copy of Tempest Born:
members in the Armenian Cause.
“If you have come to this juncture,
where you consciously pledge into
this organization, you have a duty
to justify your goal. If you do not
work harder, extend your reach further, and dream of greater things
for the Armenian Cause, you will
be selling yourself short,” said
Hovsepian.
“Make a difference – make a difference not only in AYF, make a difference in life,
make a difference in your family, in your group
of friends – make a difference all around you,”
Hovsepian further elaborated.

Dro by Simon Vratsian. Upon presenting the
book, the ARF CC representative explained,
“Leaders like General Tro should serve as role
models for members of the AYF. I encourage
you to read about his life, and to understand the
“Even as a novice member of this organization humility and modesty of Tro that becomes transI was ready to give my time and effort to ad- parent in his accomplishments.”
vancing the Armenian Cause,” said Vazrik
Shahoumian, member of the AYF Glendale “The Central Executive is proud of these youth,”
“Roupen” Chapter. “But by taking my pledge, I expressed Sosikian. “We are proud because they
instilled my dedication within me on an entirely know very well the demanding goals and aspiradifferent level – it was a truly touching experi- tions of the AYF, yet, they bravely take grip of
ence.”
the torch and join us as we march forward to
lead and serve the Armenian youth and the ArEvery year, dozens of Armenian youth become menian Cause.”
novices of the AYF and continue on to become
full fledged members of the organization.
After the almost two hour long discussion AYF
“It is of importance to us that our membership members had the opportunity to converse with
be comprised of youth that are prepared and Dr. Hovsepian over dinner.

David Barsamian
Barsamian
David
INTHESPOTLIGHT
INTHESPOTLIGHT
STAFFWRITER
David Barsamian is a radio producer, journalist, author and lecturer. He is founder and director of Alternative Radio, the independent
award-winning weekly series based in Boulder,
Colorado. He has been working in radio since
1978. His interviews and articles appear regularly in The Progressive and Z Magazine. He is the
author of several books, including Propaganda
and The Public Mind: Conversations with Noam
Chomsky ; Eqbal Ahmad: Confronting Empire and
The Decline and Fall of Public Broadcasting.
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There is a lack of activity on changing US policy toward Turkey, can you blame the Armenian
community for not doing enough outreach?

I think it’s a good deal of the latter. I think, in presenting the case of recognition, too
many Armenians adopt a posture of victim, and I reject that. I think that’s a very weak
posture to advance an argument. I don’t feel like a victim. I feel, you know, in a morally right
position. So I don’t feel transgressed upon
or any kind of compromised or weakened position. That’s just a psychological
issue. How you present yourself to others. I think Armenians have been extremely
inept and incompetent in reaching out to
other communities and building alliances
with, for example, Native Americans. I
mean, you don’t have to go far to find
victims of genocide. You can just go a
few miles from where we are sitting to find victims of genocide. And so those kinds of alliances
and connections even understandings I don’t think have been developed - they haven’t been recognized as important. I mean you can’t develop something until you recognize that this is something
that’s positive, and the community should engage in, in terms of working on outreach to other
immigrant communities. I can’t stand it when I hear the most racist kind of blabbering coming from
Armenians about Mexicans or Arabs or any other group. What’s that about? Is that a way to build
alliances and to build solidarity? I don’t think so! I don’t want to be overly critical, but I do get quite
impatient with just this kind of whining: ...ooooo you know we just got this one issue, nobody is
listening to us. Well why aren’t they listening to us? Look at yourself! How are you presenting your issues? How are you interlocking, intersecting with
other groups that can help you promote an agenda? You know, where can you find a kindred spirit? Where can you find a common bond and develop
ways of acting in concert with others rather than acting alone? So there are lots of possibilities. This is a very open society and that’s a good thing and
there are many possibilities to develop different and innovative ways of presenting this issue, but you can’t be whining. I think that’s a real turn off. It
turns off young people. You’ve gotta be really positive.
The Institute for Alternative Journalism named
him one of its “Top Ten Media Heroes.”
Barsamian lectures on U.S. foreign policy, the
media, propaganda, and corporate power in the
U.S., Canada, Brazil, India and Europe. He is
the winner of the ACLU’s 2003 Upton Sinclair
Award for independent journalism. His latest
book is Culture and Resistance: Conversations with
Edward W. Said. He is currently working on a
book with Arundhati Roy as well as one featuring his interviews in The Progressive.

Do you think the United States will ever recognize the Armenian Genocide?
No question about it. Absolutely. And how is that going to happen? It’s going to happen with the perseverance and dedication
of people that constantly keep this issue in front of the public, in front of the political class that kind of rules the country - not let them
forget. I think it’s so important it’s going to happen. It’s a question of when, and it will be a great liberation and we will leave. The
Armenian community has finally gotten this monkey off its back and we’ll leave. Also to the Turks who are burdened with denying
some of the past. I’m looking forward to it.
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TRI-REGION AL
CENTRAL EXECUTIVE MEETING
HYT6i

Y-ago.mani

Qorhrta=o.ow
STAFFWRITER
The Central Executives of the Armenian Youth Federation of North
America held a tri-regional meeting in Montreal on the weekend of December 19.
The Central Executives of the Western United States, Eastern United States,
and Canada, along with representatives of the ARF Shant Student Association discussed various issues, including present day operations as well as
plans for the New Year, during their two-day meeting.
The meeting decided to hold a week-long leadership seminar at AYF Camp
in June of 2004, for AYF members from North and South America. The
executive bodies also decided to encourage their members to participate in
a similar seminar organized by the AYF of South America in March.

Plans were made for collaborated grassroots projects within all three regions for the 90th anniversary of the Armenian Genocide. The meeting participants
also set the deadline for the first annual production of a joint publication of the Haytoug, Ardziv, and Hoki, the official publications of the AYF in the respective
regions.
Participants of the meeting also met with AYF members from the Montreal and Laval chapters of the Canadian AYF. The representatives of the ARF Shant
Student Association met with the AYF members in Canada who are active in their local universities.
<apa; 20 yv Giragi 21 Tygdympyr @))#in yrgaro.
,apa;awyr]in5 Mon;reali me] dy.i ovnyxav H#T
Hivsisa3in Amyriga3i Yridasartagan Miov;yanx
Gytronagan War[ov;ivnnyrov a3s dary,r]ani P7
qorhrta=o.owu1 A-a]in qorhrta=o.owu dy.i ovnyxa/ er
#ovlis amsovan avardin5 Los Anjylusi me]1
Aryvylyan ov Aryvmdyan Amyriga3i yv
Canada3i Gytronagan War[ov;yanx gazmyru5 in[bes
nayv Aryvmdyan Amyriga3i H#T 8<an;9 Ovsano.agan
Miov;yan gomidei nyrga3axovxi[nyru5 yrgov 0ryrov
nisdyrovn un;axkin 0ragarci wra3 ovnyxan
pazmago.mani niv;yr1 Ar/ar/ovyxan ov knnov;yan
a-arga3 tar2an yridasartagani nyrga3i irawijagn
ov abaca3 cor/ovneov;yan /racirnyru1
A3s =o.owin un;axkin knnargovyaxan ov jampa3
hanovyxan Mard yv #ovnis 20046i un;axkin ga3analik
zo3c syminarnyrov a,qadanknyru1 Anonxme a-a]inu
dy.i bidi ovnyna3 Ar=an;ini me]5 dy.vo3n
yridasartagan miavorin hyd cor/ovneov;yan nor /
ir mu panalow1 Isg yrgrortu` Kalifornio3 me]5 or
kadryrov badrasdov;yan 3adovg tasdiarag[agan
panagovm mun e1
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?racirnyr m,agovyxan nayv xy.asbanov;yan
906amyagi dyvo.ov;yan hamagarcova/ ka3lyrov
a-n[ov;yamp5 in[bes nayv bahan]adiragan miaxyal
2y-nargnyrov c/ow1
Qorhrta=o.owi un;axkin tasdiarag[agan
miadysag trov;ivn mu hasdadylov c/ow naqaci/yr
badrasdovyxan5 yv oro,ovyxav 8Hoci95 8Ha3tovg9 yv
8Ar/iv9 yridasartagan barpyra;yr;yrov miaxyal ;iv
mu hradaragyl1 Knnargovyxan gazmagyrb[agan5
karoz[agan yv Ha3asdani ov Arxaqi me] naqadysova/
a,qadanknyrovn gabova/ 0ragarci gedyr1
A3s nisdyrovn go.kin5 =o.owi masnagixnyru hantibovm
mu ovnyxan Mon;reali yv Lavali H#T CYM6i masnajiv.nyrov
antamnyrovn hyd5 isg H#T 8<an;9 Ovsano.agan Miov;yan
nyrga3axovxi[nyru5 3adovg nisdi mu un;axkin CYM6i
hamalsaranagan ungyrovhinyrovn yv ungyrnyrovn nyrga3axovxin
ovsano.agan marzen nyrs irynx dara/ cor/ovneov;yan masin
zygovxovm mu yv miasnapar knnargyxin a3t a,qadanknyrovn
/iru untla3nylov yv /avalylov garyliov;ivnnyru1
Wyr]abes5 =o.owi masnagixnyru wyranorocyxin
3an2na-ov;ivnu` y-ago.mani yv ,ovdow ka-ago.mani a3s
3arapyrov;ivnnyru tar2nyl a-avyl artivnaved5 hamatrova/
yv hydyvo.agan1

H#T Yridasartagan yv Ovsano.agan Miov;yanx Qorhrta=o.ow

ARF YOUTH

AND

STUDENT CONFERENCE

STAFFWRITER

yridasartagani cor/ovneov;yan olordnyru5 oro,yx
H#T yridasartagan yv ovsano.agan miov;ivnnyrov qdaxnyl ir ,arkyru5 yv ir ,ovr] hamaqmpyl avyli my/
gytronagan war[ov;ivnnyrov yv yridasartagan harxyrow ;ivow yridasartnyr5 miasnapar /a-a3ylov hamar
badasqanadovnyrov qorhrta=o.owu dy.i ovnyxav azcin yv ha3rynkin1
Tygdympyri !(6@!5 @))#6in ?a.ga2ori me]5 Ha3asdan1
Qorhrta=o.owu ir a,qadanknyru avardyx
Qorhrta=o.owin gu masnagxein dasnhinc yrgirnyrov 8Hamaqmpova/ ov 3an2na-ov yridasartov;ivn`
yridasartagan yv hinc ovsano.agan miov;ivnnyrov ha3ryniki ov ha3ov;yan hamar9 garcaq0sow1
nyrga3axovxi[nyru` @* antamnyrow1
Masnagixnyru naq lsyxin ,r]annyrov miamya3 cor/
ovneov;yan dy.ygacirnyru yv cnahadagan dovin H#T
yridasartagan yv ovsano.agan miov;ivnnyrov
cor/ovneov;yanx masin1
Aba knnargovyaxav ha3ryniki yv s’iv-ki ha3
yridasartov;yan yv masnavorabes Ta,nagxagan
yridasartov;yan a3s0rovan irawijagu ov timacrova/
mardahravernyru5 hama,qarha3naxman yv ha3 iraganov;yan
lo3sin dag1
Qorhrta=o.owu hasdadylow or ha3 iraganov;yan
me] gazmagyrbova/ ca.a’aragan ov hamadara/
yridasartagan ov=u gu mna3 H#T Ta,nagxov;yan
yridasartaganu5 untc/yx5 or ha3 yridasartov;yan yv
ha3 =o.owovrtin a-]yv trova/ mardahravernyru gu bahan]yn
Ta,nagxov;yan yridasartagani kanagagan yv oragagan
aj5 cor/ovneov;yan a-avyl a,qov=axovm yv aztyxig
nyrga3ov;ivn nyrgazmagyrbagan5 azca3in yv
ardakin63arapyragan gyanken nyrs1

Visit

www.Gaydzer.am
www.ARF.am

Representatives of the Youth and Student organizations of the Armenian Revolutionary Federation (ARF) held their conference in
Tsakhkadzor during the weekend of December 19-21, reported the
ARF press service.
Twenty-eight delegates represented youth organizations of fifteen
countries and student organizations of five regions. The delegates
heard annual reports and then discussed the challenges Armenian
youth – and ARF members in particular – face in Armenia and abroad.
The conference decided to encourage more young Armenians to join
the organizations of the respective regions in order to posses a greater
scope of influence in national and foreign issues.

The conference concluded its work with the motto "Organized and
A- a3t5 qorhrta=o.owu ngadi ovnynalow responsible youth for both the Homeland and Armenians."
HAYTOUG | 9

FREEWAY
PEOPLE
INTERVIEW BY ARA KOULAYAN

“Defending the Armenian culture is
one of the most important things.”
I N L OS A NGELES , THERE ARE A NUMBER OF STANDARDS . Fine dining, corporate towers generating economic ups and downs, a diverse pool of cultures and peoples interconnected through subways, highways, and byways,
and most of all the traffic that slows us down as we try to find a common
destination via freeways. In the midst of all this the Los Angeles underground music scene—among which many are local Armenian youth—is
ever growing.
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making money off fake depression, we
just want to spread some positivity to
these kids.”

there – signed or underground – but
what makes them distinct is their Armenian heritage.”

“We started playing for the church band,
for our Sunday services, and slowly we
realized we love making music,” explained Hakopian, Freeway People vocalist.

And “positivity” is exactly what holds this
band together. Their traditional prayer
before performing, the energy they create through their on-stage buildups, and
the strength of their beliefs are the obvious trademarks of this band. And all this
they can do from a backyard without
wanting anything in return. What’s the
deal?

“As an Armenian, and as an AYF member, I find it important to support young
Armenians with aspirations in the arts.
We all know how far art can take us –
System of a Down and Atom Egoyan are
proof of this. I hope that Freeway People
and other bands just like them also reach
that level of contribution to the Armenian Cause,” Taslakian further explained.

As a result of this realization, Freeway
People surfaced from the basementt u r n e d - s t u d i o ‘ n e a t h a Pa s a d e n a
church, and delved into the LA music
scene with a mission.

“There’s a lot of lost kids out there, just
to have one kid turn his life around, and
have our music be that reason is such an
awesome blessing for us,” says Aslanyan,
Freeway People bassist.

“I was listening to bands that would
only give their problems. These kids
would give these bands money and get
nothing out of it,” protests Hakopian.
“If there’re bands out there that are

Freeway People communicate with a
va s t a n d d ive r s e f a n b a s e. S h a n t
Taslakian of Porter Ranch explains
why this band appeals to him, “It’s
great that they’re a Christian band.
There’s tons of Christian bands out

At the Whiskey, a common Hollywood
venue for emerging talents, the atmosphere is animated just seconds before
Freeway People start the show. As their
dr um-techs and guitar-techs set up,
tune, and test all the essentials, an assorted pool of fans begins to throng
toward the stage and settle in before
Hovsepian’s guitar strikes the environm e n t w i t h i t s h i g h s a n d l ow s,
Hovaguimian’s tapping at the drums releases the intensity of their song,
Aslanyan’s bass adds its punch, and the
emotional vocals of Hakopian takes
charge.

From Hollywood to Tujunga, the San
Fernando Valley to Glendale – George
Hakopian, John Aslanyan, Michael
Hovaguimian, and Jack Hovsepian connect as Freeway People with a message
to the Armenian youth through their gift
of music.

“I know they’re a Christian band, but
that doesn’t even matter to me – because musically they’re tuned well, their
music is tied together well, and they’re
a great sounding band,” says Mikey
Magliari Jr., M-Productions.
But on the other hand, what matters most to
Freeway People, is what their sounds convey.
“The faith Armenians once had that
kept us alive and striving through the
hard times – that’s our testimony to the
Armenian youth. The worst thing we
can do is think Armenians are just about
land and a mountain – defending the
Armenian culture is one of the most important things,” concluded Hakopian.

www.freewaypeople.com
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“My youngest son, along with all of his classmates,
died in the classroom. The children of other families have
become orphaned; I am adopting two such children to at least
provide them the opportunity to have a good father.”
These are the words uttered by a weeping father of an only child,
Vanig Shamoyan, following the earthquake. Shamoyan was an engineer at a sugar factory in Spitak, which was destroyed, leaving him
unemployed.
Fifteen years ago on December 7 at 11:41am an earthquake measuring 6.9 on the Richter scale jolted Armenia, Georgia, Western Armenia, and Northern Iran. The earthquake was estimated to be 100
times the force of an atomic bomb. Four minutes and 17 seconds
later, an aftershock with a magnitude of 5.8 rocked the already destroyed areas of Armenia.
The lives of hundreds of thousands of Armenians changed
in less than five minutes. Massive destruction overtook the
second largest city of Armenia, Leninakan, as well as
Girovakan, Spitak, Stepanavan, Kukark, and surrounding
villages.
Structures in some areas were completely razed.
The initial death toll immediately following the earthquake
was 200. Within six days that number rose astronomically, while cold weather, the lack of shelter, and potentials for outbreaks threatened an even larger death toll.
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Due to the huge loss of life, family members of victims experienced
difficulty in providing proper funerals for their loved ones, as the supply
of coffins was low. Armenian organizations within the community and
the Diaspora as a whole united to help the victims.
The day after the earthquake the Armenian Relief Society of the Western
United States created the Earthquake Relief Fund for Armenia. A mere
four days after the earthquake the Central Executive of the ARS had
already collected $3 million to assist the victims.
Local ARS and AYF chapters in Southern California raised over $500,000
during the first 6 days. The ARS Central Executive announced that relief
efforts within the first week of the earthquake had collected $7 million in
money and supplies.
As of December 20 over $100 million was collected worldwide to build
upward from a tragic day, which took the lives of 25,000 Armenians,
injured 19,000, and left 540,000 homeless.
The huge losses and destruction in Armenia led the governments of
many sympathetic countries, including the United States, Australia, France,
Pakistan, Uganda, Algeria, Greece, Ireland, Finland, Latvia, Syria, and
the Czech Republic, to extend a helping hand to the victims.
During the days and weeks following the earthquake, all AYF members
volunteered for 24-hour fundraising hotlines and efforts in the collection
and organization of donated clothing and medical supplies.
Experts attribute the large loss of life to the poor quality of Soviet engineering, shoddy construction, lack of prior warning and preparedness,
and the slow pace of recovery.

EARTHQUAKE IN ARMENIA
AS

OF

DECEMBER 20

OVER

$100

MILLION

WAS COLLECTED WORLDWIDE TO BUILD
UPWARD FROM A TRAGIC DAY , WHICH TOOK

25,000 ARMENIANS, INJURED
19,000, AND LEFT 540,000 HOMELESS .

THE LIVES OF
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BookReviews
In his latest novel, Burning Tigris, Peter
Balakian takes an approach to the Armenian Genocide that few Armenians have made an effort to explore: he views the entire thing
from the American point of view.
From American missionaries and
relief workers, to two presidents
of the United States of America,
Balakian uses a wide array of different voices to
tell the story of
the great tragedy
that befell our
people.

maintain an almost un-Armenian sense of an
outsider looking
in,
Balakian
sometimes fails
to convey the
weight of the
tragedy of the
Genocide. Although he never
loses track of the
ultimate goal, he
sometimes becomes too mired
in the telling of the story to
focus on the actual tale itself. By focusing so much
on the American view
point, the victim of the
events, the Armenian, is in
danger of being lost.

Balakian depicts
this point of view
ALAKIAN IS
well; as an American-Ar menian,
ABLE TO CAPTURE
from New Jersey,
he is able to write
THE RMENIAN
from the point of
EXPERIENCE
view of AmeriThe danger never comes to
cans with no nopass; nevertheless, although
FROM AND FOR
ticeable difficulty.
the Armenian side of the
By engaging in
story sometimes seems to
THE EYES OF
this endeavor,
grow hazy behind a fog, it
Balakian allows
MERICANS
never vanishes from view.
the book to speak
Balakian is able to capture
to more than just
the Armenian experience
Armenians; he
from and for the eyes of
makes it a perAmericans, without alienatsonal issue for all
ing the Armenian readers
Americans, who will realize that support of who are obviously going to flock to this
and friendship with Armenia is not only a book. His writing style is, needless to say,
wise political future, but also a part of absolutely fluid, and he uses it masterfully
American history, as real as apple pie.
to convey the message that the Armenian
Genocide was not only a tragedy for ArThis same strength, however, can also be menians, but for Americans, and, indeed,
viewed as a weakness. In his eagerness to for all of humanity.
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Archeology of
Madness
Rita Soulahian
A psychiatrist looks into the tortured
psyche of Komitas, the great compiler
and arranger of Armenian folk music. After surviving a death camp,
Komitas developed a severe form of
Posttraumatic Stress Disorder, and
spent twenty years in virtual silence in
mental asylums.

.

FIND THESE BOOKS AND MORE
AT SARDARABAD BOOKSTORE!
W W W . S A R D A R A B A D . C O M
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The Fool
By Raffi
First published in 1881, a translation of
a historical novel that contributed to the
reawakening of the Armenian people
under Ottoman rule.

Liberty
²½³ïáõÃÇõÝ
T R A N S L A T I O N :
A M e a n s of S u r v i v a l

STAFFWRITER
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○
It is quite inspiring to see that Armenian literature not only astounds Armenians, but also resonates to the world at large. Alice Stone Blackwell, a
native of New Jersey, was captivated by the echoes
of Armenian literature in 1893, and along with Isabel
Barrows and Ohannes Chatschumian, worked to
translate several dozen poems into English. Most of
the poems were composed by nineteenth century poets
such as Bedros Tourian, Michael Nalbandian and
Raphael Patkanian, all of whom were part of a Renaissance in Armenian culture. Together they composed an anthology entitled Armenian Poems, published
in 1896. The book had an introduction about Armenian history and the massacres contemporary to that
time-period, as well as essays about the Armenian
church and the advanced status of Armenian women,
according to Peter Balakian’s book, The Burning Tigris:
The Armenian Genocide and America’s Response.
Having read a few examples of the poems, I
was initially critical of the exactitude of the translations. However, after taking into consideration the
noble intentions of the translations, I was able to fully
appreciate them in their innovative form. The translations do provide a true interpretation of the original text, although reading them in the original almost
seems to materialize their sincerity. On this note, I
would like to encourage the newly formed AYF Armenian Literary Project dedicated to the translation
of texts that correspond to the goals of our organization. Any effort geared toward translating texts, be
it from English to Armenian or Armenian to English, is an essential task that serves to preserve a
language, as well as to provide a means for appreciation by a larger audience.
Alice Stone Blackwell has helped Armenian
literature gain acknowledgement on a wider scale by
exposing the literature to a wider reading audience.
The translations she and her colleagues have pieced
together are a valuable asset to the advancement of
our cause. In recognizing this effort, we as educated
Armenians, should contribute to this endeavor and
utilize translations as a means toward widespread recognition of our culture, as well as our ideologies.

M
IKA
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ALBANDIAN
(1830-1866) T
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RANSLATED BY

LICE

TONE

LACKWELL

When God, who is forever free,
Breathed life into my earthly frame, From that first day, by His free will
When I a living soul became, A babe upon my mother’s breast,
Ere power of speech was given to me,
Even then I stretched my feeble arms
Forth to embrace thee, Liberty!

²½³ï ³ëïáõ³ÍÝ ³ÛÝ ûñÇó
ºñµ Ñ³×»ó³õ ßáõÝã ÷ã»É,
ÆÙ ÑáÕ³ÝÇõÃ ßÇÝáõ³ÍùÇÝ
Î»Ý¹³ÝáõÃÇõÝ å³ñ·»õ»É,
ºë ³Ýµ³ñµ³é ÙÇ Ù³ÝáõÏ
ºñÏáõ Ó»éùë å³ñ½»óÇ
ºõ ÇÙ ³Ý½ûñ Ã»õ»ñáí
²½³ïáõÃÇõÝ ·ñÏ»óÇ:

Wrapped round with many swaddling bands,
All night I did not cease to weep,
And in the cradle, restless still,
My cries disturbed my mother’s sleep.
“O mother!” in my heart I prayed,
“Unbind my arms and leave me free!”
And even from that hour I vowed
To love thee ever, Liberty!

ØÇÝã ·Çß»ñÁ ³ÝÑ³Ý·Çëï
úñûñûóáõÙ Ï³åÏ³åáõ³Í
È³ÉÇë ¿Ç ³Ý¹³¹³ñ,
Øûñë ùáõÝÁ Ë³Ý·³ñ³Í,
ÊÝ¹ñáõÙ ¿Ç Üñ³ÝÇó
´³½áõÏÝ»ñë ³ñÓ³Ï»É,
ºë ³ÛÝ ûñÇó áõËï»óÇ
²½³ïáõÃõÇÝÁ ëÇñ»É:

When first my faltering tongue was freed,
ÂáÃáí É»½áõÇë ÙÇÝã Ï³å»ñÁ
And when my parents’ hearts were stirred
²ñÓ³Ïáõ»ó³Ý, µ³óáõ»ó³Ý,
With thrilling joy, to hear their son
ØÇÝã ÍÝáÕùë ÇÙ Ó³ÛÝÇó
Pronounce his first clear-spoken word,
ÊÝ¹³óÇÝ áõ µ»ñÏñ»ó³Ý,
“Papa, mama,” as children use,
Ü³ËÏÇÝ ËûëùÝ, áñ ³ë³óÇ,
Were not the names first said by me;
â¿ñ Ñ³Ûñ, Ï³Ù Ù³Ûñ, Ï³Ù ³ÛÉ ÇÝã,
The first word on my childish lips
²½³ïáõÃÇ¯õÝ, ¹áõñë Ãé³õ
Was thy great name, O Liberty!
ÆÙ Ù³ÝÏ³Ï³Ý µ»ñ³ÝÇó:
“Liberty!” answered from on high
The sovereign voice of Destiny:
“Wilt thou enroll thyself henceforth
A soldier true of Liberty?
The path is thorny all the way,
And many trials wait for thee;
Too strait and narrow in this world
For him who loveth Liberty.”

§²½³ïáõÃÇ±õÝ¦, ÇÝÓ ÏñÏÝ»ó
Ö³Ï³ï³·ÇñÁ í»ñ»õÇó.
§²½³ïáõÃ»³±Ý ¹áõ ½ÇÝáõáñ
Î³ÙÇë ·ñáõÇÉ ³Ûë ûñÇó:
à¯Ñ, ÷ßáï ¿ ×³Ý³å³ñÑ¹,
ø»½ ß³ï ÷áñÓ³Ýù ÏÁ ëå³ë¿.
²½³ïáõÃÇõÝ ëÇñáÕÇÝ
²Ûë ³ßË³ñÑÁ ËÇëï Ý»Õ ¿¦:

“Freedom!” I answered, “on my head
Let fire descend and thunder burst;
Let foes against my life conspire,
Let all who hate thee do their worst:
I will be true to thee till death;
Yea, even upon the gallows tree
The last breath of a death of shame
Shall shout thy name, O Liberty!”

-²½³ïáõÃÇõÝ,- ·áã»óÇ,ÂáÕ áñáï³Û ÇÙ ·ÉËÇÝ
ö³ÛÉ³Ï, Ï³ÛÍ³Ï, Ñáõñ, »ñÏ³Ã,
ÂáÕ ¹³õ ¹Ý¿ ÃßÝ³ÙÇÝ,
ºë ÙÇÝã Ç Ù³Ñ, Ï³Ë³Õ³Ý,
ØÇÝã»õ ³Ý³ñ· Ù³Ñáõ ëÇõÝ,
äÇïÇ ·áé³Ù, åÇï ÏñÏÝ»Ù
²Ý¹³¹³ñ. ³½³ïáõÃÇ¯õÝ:
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The ARF “Nigol Aghbalian” Student Association of Armenia
and the Armenian Youth Federation of France were represented
at the European Committee of International Union of Socialist Youth conference on the weekend of October 3, 2003.
The IUSY is an organization made up of 135 socialist, social
democratic, and labor youth organizations from over 100 countries. The ARF youth groups are the only Armenian members
of the IUSY.
Arsen Stepanian, 28 of Yerevan, a consultant for a parliamentary development project, attended the IUSY meeting in Vienna.
The two and a half day meeting in October of last year attracted 60 members from 35 countries, of which Armenia represented the only country from the Caucasus.
The main issues discussed in the meeting included the reform
of the IUSY charter and their position paper entitled, “Global
Governance for Peace.” If ratified at the IUSY World Council
meeting, the position paper will be the main strategic paper of
the IUSY for the next two years.
Stepanian addressed the meeting by first explaining the points
of view of the ARF Youth Organizations with respect to resolutions being discussed. Stepanian emphasized the important
role the IUSY plays in incorporating the protection of minority and basic human rights in their future strategies. He brought
the Armenian Genocide as a primary example of a crime against
humanity and stressed the importance of punishing those responsible for such crimes to prevent their repetition.

The resolution condemning Genocides and other crimes against
humanity will be discussed and voted on at the IUSY World
Council in three months.
“Participation in such meetings gives us the opportunity to
present our goals and demands to an international community
of political youth all over the world,” said Stepanian. “It allows
us to obtain political experience, while influencing organizations
world wide.”
The Secretariat of the IUSY decided to get better acquainted
with the AYF and in late November of last year, an official delegation of the IUSY visited the AYF in Armenia.
“Representation is important, when you don’t participate everybody forgets about you and your problems. On the other hand,
participation opens doors for cooperation and the exchange of
experiences with other political youth organizations, while providing the opportunity to obtain political allies, and through them,
influencing their respective governments,” said Stepanian in response to a question about why the AYF should further relationships with international groups.
When asked if Stepanian, in light of his participation at the
IUSY meeting, has a message for the AYF of the Western United
States, he said, “Actively participate in politics, particularly your
politics and any kind of youth activities; become leaders, both
on local and international levels; make our voice heard and do it
in a way to make the Armenian nation one of the most respected
and influential in the world.”

Learn More About the IUSY Online
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A R S E N S T E PA N I A N
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B a d a n e e s ( AY F j u n i o r s ) a r e o f f u n d a m e n t a l
importance to the Armenian Revolutionary
Federation, for they will become tomorrow’s
y o u t h and m a k e u p t o m o r r o w ’ s g e n e r a t i o n w h o
will take over the responsibility of carrying
on the mission of the Armenian Revolutionary
Federation until the goals it has been striving
for
have
been
realized.
Therefore,
badanegan orginizations must place great
emphasis on the moral, ideological, mental,
and physical development of badanees while
also educating them regarding national,party
and civil issues.
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WHAT

DOES

GENOCIDE

RE C O G N I T I O N M E A N T O Y O U ?

WHAT

ARE

YOUR

THOUGHTS ON THE ACT
OF

LISBON FIVE?

One of the main reasons we became Badanees
is to do anything to be helping Armenians get
the recognition of the Genocide. We believe
that Armenians will end up getting the recognition, and until we do, and until one of our
main struggles and goals are met, we will not
give up.

Personally, the heroes of Lisbon five
are a part of every Armenian. They
were courageous, bold, and brave.
Their act showed determination and
dedication. They should be praised
by all for changing history and opening the eyes of society.

Meghrie Papazian and Natalie Hairabedian—Age 13

Vana Kouyoumji—Age 16

WHY DID YOU
A BADANEE?

BECOME

Frankly, I wanted to become like my
father: a govsagxagan. What also
fueled me to become a Badanee were
the ideas presented in Armenian revolutionary songs (Ta,nagxagan
yrcyr).
Hovig Keushgerian—Age 14
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IRAQ. THE

H E

S

T O R Y

O F

A

Y

O U N G

A

R M E N I A N

WAR THERE HAS TAKEN HOLD OF OUR COLLECTIVE IMAGINATION, AND

BECOME THE MOST IMPORTANT NEWS ITEM IN THE
THE WORLD.

THE

UNITED STATES, AND, INDEED,

MIGHTIEST ARMY IN THE HISTORY OF THE WORLD INVADING A

NATION ONLY A FRACTION OF ITS SIZE AND STRENGTH; A COUNTRY AND A DICTATOR
THAT HAVE BECOME SYNONYMOUS WITH

“EVIL”

DECADE BOTH BEING DEFEATED IN ONE FELL

US MEDIA FOR THE PAST
SWOOP. THE US ITSELF ERUPTED
IN THE

WITH A FLURRY OF DIFFERENT REACTIONS, FROM ANGRY PROTESTS TO LIMITLESS
SUPPORT, AND THE SEEDS FOR THE GREATEST POLITICAL CONFLICT IN MODERN

AMERICAN HISTORY WERE PLANTED.
The war, however, is taking place on the other side of the world; for most
of the Armenian community, the fact that America is attacking Iraq is a
mild worry, at most. Armenians have had a long history of being the underdog in military conflicts; the United States going on the offensive against
anyone other than Armenia was a matter of no small relief, with the knowledge that its Turkish allies are always ready to try and finish the Genocide
they perpetrated 88 years ago. The war is distant, the combatants foreigners;
it has nothing to do with the
Armenians.

fighting for their adopted country with all the courage and tenacity that has
made our people legendary fighters throughout all of history.

Operation Iraqi Freedom is no exception to this rule; Armenian soldiers, in
the US Army, the Marine Corps, the Air Force, and others, served America
bravely. One of these troops, a Marine from the First Battalion, Fourth
Marines, First Marine division, was a member of the AYF; he served in
Iraq and in other
parts of the world,
both in peacetime
and in combat, for
The problem with that reaVERY PERSON IN LIFE HAS
soning is that it is untrue. As
five years. He saw
a result of the US war
action while fightagainst Iraq, Turkey, an ining in the uniform
A VOICE AND THAT VOICE
sincere, yet sly ally, is reapof an American
ing the financial benefits of
Marine; he did
SHOULD BE HEARD
continually increasing US
not, however, foraid. In this case, with the
get the Tricolor
pretense of assisting the US
that waved within
in overthrowing a ruthless dictator, the Turkish government can continue his heart. His name is Shant Postoyan.
the harsh mistreatment of its Kurdish population. In addition, Turkey can
take advantage of its financial benefits by funding the recreation and oblit- “I wanted to live a tough life,” Shant said, in an interview with Haytoug, “go
eration of history. All this is made possible by Turkey’s agreement to “as- out there, learn to fight.” He found his tough life very soon, first and
sist” the US in its war on terror. In the meantime, the livelihood of the foremost in the horror of discipline that is known to Marines everywhere
Armenian population of Iraq, like that of the entire Iraqi population, is as Boot Camp. As the only Armenian there, Shant soon discovered that his
threatened.
culture wasn’t a barrier between him and the other Marines, but rather an
inspiration to drive him on. “When I was going up the Reaper (the final hill
Another factor we must consider is that America boasts the largest number that Marines must climb in Boot Camp), before we got the Eagle, Globe,
of Armenians outside of Armenia itself. With so many of us living in this and Anchor (the Marine Corps symbol), I was singing ‘Asbedakan Sev
country, we have developed our own martial tradition here: one of service Sadanan’ in my head.” Being Armenian, then, and having been a member
in the armed forces of the United States. From World War II to the Viet- of the AYF, became almost an advantage—a shield he could use to protect
nam War, Armenians have served under the Stars and Stripes faithfully, himself against the psychological fatigues of armed service.

“E

,

.”
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“I’ve been an AYF member since I was twelve, I believe,” Shant explained, when asked if the
AYF’s beliefs and teachings aided him during his time as a Marine, “...so my whole life, I’ve grown
up hearing about the Genocide and the Armenian Martyrs and the Fedayis, and singing the songs,
you know, the Tashnag songs.” Indeed, the Armenian people, and the ARF, have produced soldiers and heroes who achieved deeds decades ago that modern technology can hardly match. “I
grew up hearing about these war stories and Armenian heroes,” he continued, “and that gave me
the spirit to keep fighting... I knew that people before me, Armenian people, had been through
this... so I didn’t give up.”
Shant soon had an opportunity to put those beliefs, and that spirit, to the test; soon after the
US invaded Iraq, he saw combat in the Iraqi city of al Nasaria. Shant and his fellow Marines
were charged with clearing a path for the rest of their battalion to make it through the city
safely; as he put it, rather stoicly, “What we ended up doing was setting [a secure path] up for
them to go through, the whole time taking fire and firing back.” He was soon hurled back
into the depth of combat, this time in the much fiercer fighting at al Kut, where US forces
were ambushed by Iraqi troops. “It looked like they had all given up, because there were
Iraqi supplies and uniforms and weapons and equipment everywhere, so we thought it was
abandoned, and advanced,” Shant recalled. “Then we took RPG (rocket-propelled grenade)
fire from the buildings, and received a lot of small arms fire from everywhere and... and we
had a nice little fight.” These words mask a world of confusion, when everything the Iraqi
troops had was suddenly unleashed on the unsuspecting Marines. After clearing the enemies from the ambush zone, Shant was withdrawn from the city and advanced towards
Baghdad, being one of the first units to enter the city.
Acts like this filled Shant with faith that democracy in Iraq, although shaky, will ultimately
succeed. Casualties may mount, and it may appear that the US troops are unwanted, but
Shant was solid in his faith in democracy. “Every person in life has a voice,” Shant declared,
“and that voice should be heard.”
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FEBRUARY
Rebellion
INTERVIEW WITH PROFESSOR GARO MOUMDJIAN BY RAZMIG HAROUN

SIMON VRATZIAN

ROUPEN DER MINASSIAN

It canno
t be said an
y be
tt
er t
han A
br
aham Lincoln put it
cannot
any
bett
tter
than
Abr
braham
it::
“Any people anywhere being inclined or having the power have
the right to rise up and shake off the existing government, and
force a new one that suits them better.”
On February 16, 1921, the Armenians had the supreme inclination to seize power in the most effective way – through
revolution. It was a time of much difficulty, perplexity, and
civil unrest – but it was also a time to stand up for the rights
of Armenians under the newly established Soviet power.

The Armenian leadership knew that it couldn’t last against
two very strong currents: the Turkish advance and the Red
Army. It was clear that negotiations would have to be made
to ensure the existence of an Armenian nation.

Only a few months after the Treaty of Sevres was signed,
the area in the Caucasus that Wilson drew out for the Armenians was soon to be taken by the Red Army. Following
several months of Armeno-Soviet negotiations, visits to
Moscow, victories in Mountainous Armenia by Karekin
Njteh, and continuous barbarism toward leaders of the Armenian Revolutionary Federation and the Armenian intelligentsia, the ruling party of the first Armenian Republic faced
many trials and tribulations.

“So they said okay, let’s negotiate and give the power to the
Communists, but in doing so, the negotiations were very
diplomatically made. General Tro was the one who was
conducting those talks, and he put some very strict points,
that once the Communists take power, they are not going
to create some sort of class structure in the country, that
the army would remain intact with its leadership, that the
intelligentsia was not going to be abused or tortured, et
cetera, et cetera. These were the terms with which the
Dashnak government gave power to the Communists,”
elaborated Moumdjian.

“There was also a very strong Turkish offensive that was
taking place over Armenia, and the Armenian government,
the Dashnak government that was in power at the time was
trying to somehow balance the problem on the front, but on
the other hand, they knew they were not going to be able to
hold for long, because they were practically abandoned by
everybody, even their allies of the west,” explained Garabet
K. Moumdjian, Adjunct Professor at Glendale Community
College.
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By November 29, 1920, the Red Army elements invaded
the northeastern region of Armenia and proclaimed her a
Soviet republic.
“However, after they took power, they relegated on all the
agreements that they made in the negotiations with Tro.
What happened now was - now a real uprising by the people

themselves against the rule of the communist party, and
that’s what obliged the ARF leadership to take the initiative and lead the uprising in order to take the country
back.”

In consideration of the fact that stabilizing the situation and
taking control of Yerevan, with the aid of Karekin Njteh’s
army in the areas of Lernahayasdan, along with the expectations of western aid, the leadership of Simon Vratzian – head
of the Committee for the Salvation of the Homeland, which
was formed to execute the insurrection—and chiefly the might
of Roupen Der Minassian and his freedom fighters, the ARF
was able to retake the republic, and the CSM took
the role of governing the
country.

Of course, the unrest of the Armenian people was a result
of their anger toward the atrocities and cruelty of the Soviet
regime. However, when
the ARF was put under
the stress of taking leadership of this uprising,
they also took into consideration the following
The Armenian Republic
points: 1) In Mountainous
under the CSM lived a
Armenia,General Karekin
short life of only one hunNjteh and his armies were
dred days. The Red Army
still ruling and had the
mobilization and march
area completely under
into Yerevan meant a feartheir control; 2) They
some and vengeful oppowere expecting the aid of
sition; moreover, it meant
western powers (unfortuan infiltration backed by
nately, this did not mateLenin and the Soviets.
rialize); 3) There was an
ROUPEN AND HIS FEDAYEES
urgency in taking action
Although the success of
considering the pace at which the Soviet atrocities were movthe popular revolt of February 16-18 was short lived, it served
ing, the risk of the leadership and intelligentsia being wiped
as a reaffirmation of the willpower and determination of the
out was likely.
strong Armenian people who had remained on what was left
of their historic lands after the Genocide.
“However, it is important to stress the fact that they did not
have the aspiration to take control of everything, it was a
Once again, it is deemed necessary to quote one of the great
desperate move as a matter of fact on the side of the popurevolutionaries of history, Abraham Lincoln: “This country,
lace – it was an impulsive move in defense of the country’s
with its institutions, belongs to the people who inhabit it. Whenleadership that was being butchered by the Soviets,” explained
ever they shall grow weary of the existing government, they
Moumdjian.
can exercise their constitutional right of amending it, or exercise their revolutionary right to overthrow it.”

A VICTIM

HAMAZASP SRUANTZYAN
1873-1921

OF

BOLSHEVIK ATROCITIES

Born in Van and a jeweler by trade, Hamazasp Sruantzyan moved to Yerevan at a young age.
From there, he relocated and settled in Shushi.
He is responsible for defending the villages of Khatchen, Askeran, and Kantsag during several
conflicts with the Tatars (Azerbaijanis).
In 1914, Hamazasp was appointed as the General for the third regiment of volunteer soldiers,
and took part in countless battles in different areas of the Caucasus with 400 men under his command.
After the independence of Armenia, Hamazasp was assigned as the governor for the Nor
Payazid region in the republic. However, his rule of the region was as short lived as the republic. After
the sovietization of Armenia, Hamazasp was sent a kind invitiation from an Armenian Red Army
Commissar with intentions to “work together.” With the hope that this cooperation would be beneficial
for his homeland, Hamazasp trusted the summons and met with the Commissar. Upon his arrival, the
Commissar greeted Hamazasp with a warm welcome and a benevolent embrace. They spoke for some
time before the Commissar excused Hamazasp and ordered his guards to arrest him.
Hamazasp was beheaded in a Yerevan prison by Armenian Bolsheviks only a few days before
the revolt on February 18—“a Turkish butchering axe straight to the head,” explained a prisoner who
witnessed the beheading.
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JUSTICE

A PICTORIAL
OVERVIEW OF THE
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DEMAND
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FEDERATION
OVER THE LAST
THREE DECADES
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BOULGARATSI
B E D O
B E D R O S
SEREMJIAN’S LETTER
TO
H IS
F ATHER
(A SEGMENT)
Bedros Seremjian, better known as Boulgaratsi Bedo, was born in 1874
in Bulgaria. Upon the decision of ARF founder, Rosdom, he headed an
Armenian-Macedonian platoon to kidnap a Turkish official in an effort
to pressure the release of Armenian and Greek political prisoners. The
operation failed and Boulgaratsi Bedo was sentenced to death. His sentence was executed when he was only 27.

MY DEAR FATHER, BECAUSE I HAVE ACCEPTED
A STATE OF WANDERING, SEPARATED FROM
MY PARENTS, I CONSIDER IT A RESPONSIBILITY TO EXPLAIN MYSELF TO YOU.
I would consider myself lucky if the love of my homeland did not, to such an extent, conquer my heart,
mind, and all my feelings, turning me into its prisoner. I had stretched out my hand to a bright future,
and it, in turn, was greeting me with a smile. However, the love destroyed that smile. By love, I do not
mean the love of a woman, which makes all mankind
joyous by giving it life. No my dear father; no… Since
childhood, I had been imbued with the memories of
our ruined and enslaved homeland. But I tried to
soften and change those feelings. Bringing into my
mind the happy and bright sides of life, I enrolled in
military school; but during the time I was a student,
the embers of nationalism hidden within me, instead
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of dying out, began to raise flames. The various emotions that come with this love, caused me to finally
leave my student life, and I signed up as a simple
soldier, both to become accustomed to hardship and
to fulfill my obligations to the land I was born and
raised in. I completed my duty as a soldier. Now I
owe no debt to Bulgaria because I have a homeland
too. I have a people who suffer in enslavement and
wretchedness. Therefore, I can no longer live in this
country, especially among a people who faced a fate
like ours, but destroyed the chains of slavery by shedding its own blood, and who today is free. Many of
us, along with them, were overjoyed. But my heart
bled every day. I considered it a shame to live among
them, especially when our homeland was not yet free.
The memory of bleeding bodies, the voices of orphans and the young girls that shook mountains, fueled a blaze inside me. Unable to put out the fire
with only my tears, I embraced the path of serving
my homeland with my whole being.

